Case Study

The Anatomy of a Deal
Challenge
Capital Advisors Group (“CAG”), was engaged by a late clinical stage biotech firm (the “company”) with a
strong investor syndicate that was seeking debt financing to supplement a recent equity raise and bridge through
a projected potential acquisition date. The option to acquire the biotech firm was part of an exclusive R&D
collaboration with a large pharma that could be executed at the end of the period in 2018. With only the
knowledge of a single near-term equity financing of $11 million, CAG set out to help determine the appropriate
capital structure (including debt and necessary future equity financings) that would support the company out to,
and slightly beyond, this important inflection point outlined in the collaboration agreement.
Process
With the limited visibility into plans for future equity financing options for the company, but with the goal of
limiting further dilution, CAG delivered various financing options via our “Cash Runway Analysis.” The benefit of
the cash runway analysis process is that prior to initiating a formal debt financing investigation, CAG can pull
debt financing terms from past transactions from its proprietary Debt Database to provide clients likely terms that
might be available from lenders. CAG provided several runway models that included various loan amounts,
single and multi-tranche loan structures and the future equity raise(s) that would be required to support the
corresponding leverage via debt.

Scenario 1: Runway Analysis ($7M+$3M )*
Debt Enhanced Balance
Ending Cash Balance (Includes Equity Rounds)

$25,000,000
$7M Debt Tranche
on July 2017

$3M Debt Tranche
on December 2017

$20,000,000

$15,000,000

$10,000,000
Net Cash
Flow + $6M
Equity Round
on December
2017

Net Cash
Flow + $11M
Equity Round
on July 2017

$5,000,000

Runway Extension of
~8 Months
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Scenario 2: Runway Analysis ($10M )*
Debt Enhanced Balance
Ending Cash Balance (Includes Equity Round)

$35,000,000
$10M Debt Tranche
on July 2017

$30,000,000
$25,000,000
$20,000,000
$15,000,000
$10,000,000

Net Cash
Flow + $18M
Equity Round
on July 2017

$5,000,000

Runway Extension of
~9 Months
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After several meetings and revisions to cash flow projections, CAG determined the client would greatly benefit
from a $10 million, multi-tranche loan that would require another $7 million in equity from investors. The resulting
combination of equity and debt would provide a five to six-month cash runway extension and liquidity cushion
beyond the targeted acquisition date. As in this case, CAG recommends its clients employ the use of debt
financing to reach critical milestones to increase the company’s valuation. The company and its investors agreed
this would be a suitable course of action and directed CAG to pursue the debt financing.
With the knowledge that the company was working to obtain funding with the goal of a potential exit, CAG
knew the company would be sensitive to any cost associated in terminating the debt facility. Therefore, CAG
pursued a short list of lenders that could provide significant flexibility on items such as warrants/success fees,
prepayment penalties, and final fees or payments.
Results
In early May 2017, CAG issued its request for proposal to multiple lenders, including venture debt providers and
banks that would be suitable for an early-stage biotech deal. As proof to the benefit of running a broad process
involving multiple lenders, feedback varied widely on this transaction. CAG received some tepid initial responses
due to the relatively early stage of the company, but also some more aggressive proposals based on several
factors including the strong investor syndicate. With each set of proposals, CAG provided the company a
comparative analysis evaluating the proposals against each other. Eventually, CAG and the company narrowed
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down the proposals to a list of three lenders that met the client’s expectations but also had additional room to
provide better terms to ultimately win the company’s business.
After one of the lenders was unable to meet the strongest terms presented to the company, CAG was able to
narrow down the process to two finalist lenders. With final proposals in hand, CAG presented the company’s
CEO and CFO two options outlining a breakdown of the total cost of each proposal. Option one, provided a
breakdown based on the biotech firm being acquired and paying off the loan before the maturity date, and
option two provided a breakdown if the company was not acquired and took the loan to term.
After reviewing and negotiating multiple proposals, CAG was able to help negotiate to a winning bid within four
weeks of initiating the process. The winning bid was priced-competitively to market terms with a flexible deal
structure that provided enough capital for the biotech firm to remain funded substantially beyond the target date
into 2019.
•

The final loan terms met or improved upon every characteristic of the prevailing market terms CAG tracks
in its debt database:
Funding contingencies for each tranche were negotiated to be set at milestones that were
suitable to both the lender and the company
Low cost of capital with flexibility on draw periods
Low to no final fee
Very reasonable facility fee and deposit requirements
Low to no prepayment penalties
No financial covenants
Low success fee versus an option for warrant coverage

The flexible deal structure will allow the company to now turn its focus to executing on its programs in the
pipeline with the confidence it will be funded through a major milestone and potential exit in 2018.

*All scenarios and corresponding data are intended for illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of
future outcomes.
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About Us
Capital Advisors Group’s debt consulting division has provided early-stage corporate debt solutions to clients
since 2003. We also manage customized separate cash accounts that seek to protect principal and maximize
risk adjusted returns within the context of each client’s investment guidelines and specific liquidity needs. We
provide FundIQ® money market fund research, and our CounterpartyIQ® service provides aggregation and credit
analysis of counterparty exposures and risk assessment on short-term fixed income securities and portfolios

Disclosure Information
Any projections, forecasts and estimates, including without limitation any statement using “expect” or “believe” or any variation of either term
or a similar term, contained herein are forward-looking statements and are based upon certain current assumptions, beliefs and expectations
that Capital Advisors Group, Inc. (“CAG”, “we” or “us”) considers reasonable. Forward-looking statements are necessarily speculative in
nature, and it can be expected that some or all of the assumptions or beliefs underlying the forward-looking statements will not materialize or
will vary significantly from actual results or outcomes. Some important factors that could cause actual results or outcomes to differ materially
from those in any forward-looking statements include, among others, changes in interest rates and general economic conditions in the U.S.
and globally, changes in the liquidity available in the market, change and volatility in the value of the U.S. dollar, market volatility and
distressed credit markets, and other market, financial or legal uncertainties. Consequently, the inclusion of forward-looking statements herein
should not be regarded as a representation by CAG or any other person or entity of the outcomes or results that will be achieved by
following any recommendations contained herein. While the forward-looking statements in this report reflect estimates, expectations and
beliefs, they are not guarantees of future performance or outcomes. CAG has no obligation to update or otherwise revise any forwardlooking statements, including any revisions to reflect changes in economic conditions or other circumstances arising after the date hereof or to
reflect the occurrence of events (whether anticipated or unanticipated), even if the underlying assumptions do not come to fruition. Opinions
expressed herein are subject to change without notice and do not necessarily take into account the particular investment objectives, financial
situations, or particular needs of all investors. This report is intended for informational purposes only and should not be construed as a
solicitation or offer with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. Further, certain information set forth above may be based upon one or
more third-party sources. No assurance can be given as to the accuracy of such third-party information. CAG assumes no responsibility for
investigating, verifying or updating any information reported from any source.
Please note: This report is for personal, non-commercial use only. You may not copy, distribute or modify this report without prior written
authorization from Capital Advisors Group.
All contents © copyright 2017 Capital Advisors Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
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